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CASE STUDY: 
Strategy and Creative, 
Lead Management and 
Deployment

CLIENT: 
Puerto Rico Convention 
Bureau (PRCB)

COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

PRCB encourages companies to consider Puerto Rico as a destination for trade shows, events and incentive 
programs.

TRADE SHOW/EVENT/OTHER:  

IT&ME – Premium Incentives and Travel Market. The show is focused on travel agents, corporate event and 
internal travel departments.

CLIENT CHALLENGE:  

•  Puerto Rico needed to educate the audience about the value of the location for meetings and 
 incentive trips and differentiate Puerto Rico from other similar locations including Mexico, Aruba, etc.

•  The PRCB booth consisted of partners including hotels, travel incentive companies, tour companies  
 and manufacturers such as Bacardi that made significant contributions to the exhibit program. The  
 partner arrangement meant staffers had a diversity of skills meaning the program had to be simple  
 and streamlined. The booth was located in a secondary hall making it harder for prospects to find   
 the exhibit.



BUSINESS OBJECTIVE:

Branding
 • Reinforce the value of Puerto Rico as an outstanding travel destination over other similar locations

Product Positioning
 • Educate the audience about the value of Puerto Rico as a travel destination for meetings and   
  incentives and why it is superior to competitive locations.
 •  Identify the benefits to Puerto Rico partners 

Sales
 • Invite 2,500 pre-register attendees out of which 5% are returned to the booth
 •  Encourage 50% of booth attendees to participate in the promotion activity
 •  Prolong the stay to aid retention for the message and collect information
 •  Review outcomes with PRCB board to get buy-in for future marketing initiatives

What did TSP add to the program?

+ TradeShows Plus developed a strategic and creative plan that 
 included lead management so PRCB could effectively pursue
 prospects, as this was a key concern for the PRCB board.

+  TSP also worked on execution of the program from initiation to 
 completion.
 
 • The plan and execution included show research to identify 
  needs of the target audience, development of a tagline and 
  visual carrier (Paradise Found, Puerto)

 • TSP developed a pre-show direct mail campaign, recommendations for an attractive premium,   
  delivery of two training sessions to ensure the staff could implement the promotion, development  
  of an in-booth activity to gather data about the audience and facilitate traffic flow to the partner 
  kiosks, lead management, post show follow-up and measurement reports.

RESULTS:

PRCB attracted 711 attendees to the booth, received a 15% response to the mailer and encouraged 67% of 
the audience to participate in the activity. The strategy encouraged more quality prospects to spend time in 
the booth learning about the location and partner benefits.



PHOTOS

Invitation to the booth including decoder glasses. Attendees were asked to decode the messages located 
on the map of Puerto Rico. All attendees received decoder glasses in the envelope to facilitate the activity. 
If these were returned to the booth all players received a rum sampler from Bacardi one of Puerto Rico’s 
partners.



Beach Bag reward set-up to attract agents and others to the booth

Signs with encoded messages

Three agents having 

fun participating in the 

promotion

Promotion sign to describe 

activity and increase interest 

in participating


